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ABSTRACT
Ranking search results is a fundamental problem in infor-
mation retrieval. In this paper we explore whether the use
of proximity and phrase information can improve web re-
trieval accuracy. We build on existing research by incor-
porating novel ranking features based on flexible proximity
terms with recent state-of-the-art machine learning ranking
models. We introduce a method of determining the good-
ness of a set of proximity terms that takes advantage of the
structured nature of web documents, document metadata,
and phrasal information from search engine user query logs.
We perform experiments on a large real-world Web data
collection and show that using the goodness score of flexible
proximity terms can improve ranking accuracy over state-of-
the-art ranking methods by as much as 13%. We also show
that we can improve accuracy on the hardest queries by as
much as 9% relative to state-of-the-art approaches.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Informa-
tion Search and Retrieval—retrieval models, selection pro-
cess; D.0 [Software]: General

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords
Web Search, Retrieval Models, Proximity, Learning to Rank,
BM25

1. INTRODUCTION
Hundreds of millions of users issue queries to search en-

gines daily. In order to improve the ranking of web docu-
ments, effective ranking features are necessary. One class of
ranking features considered in both ad-hoc and web retrieval
is proximity and phrasal information. In ad-hoc retrieval,
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relevance contributions from proximity and phrasal infor-
mation have varied. For example, if a ranking function is
already strong in retrieval effectiveness, then the addition of
proximity and phrasal features can be neutral or even neg-
ative [10]. On the other hand, when considering only top
retrieved documents, term proximity information can lead
to improved retrieval effectiveness [12].

Despite relevance contributions from phrase and proxim-
ity terms varying in ad-hoc retrieval, the use of phrase and
proximity terms in web retrieval may be more effective, in
part due to the difference in query statistics; in ad-hoc re-
trieval queries are on average 4.9 terms compared to an av-
erage of 1.5–2.6 terms per query in web retrieval [9]. Intu-
itively, retrieval for longer queries should benefit more from
proximity information, yet it has been shown previously that
when using proximity features, query length is inversely cor-
related with retrieval effectiveness [9]. This may be because
long queries are often a sequence of terms, whereas short
queries form a linguistic phrase, thus proximity information
is more informative. The structured nature of web docu-
ments may also contribute to the significant improvements
that can be obtained through the use of phrases and term
proximity information in web retrieval [9]. Recent work
by Song et al. indicates that using flexible proximity terms
within an information retrieval model such as BM25 results
in improved retrieval effectiveness [16].

Our work is motivated by the previous experimental re-
sults in ad-hoc and web retrieval. In this paper, we exclu-
sively focus on web retrieval. We address how much benefit
phrases and proximity information have for web retrieval
on the top retrieved documents. Rather than proposing
changes on the query level through query alteration or query
expansion, we propose changes to the features used in the
ranking function. Our features are based on flexible proxim-
ity term information, called spans, as introduced in [16]. We
introduce the notion of a “good” span by developing novel
features of the document spans; we determine the“goodness”
of a span by evaluating the presence of third-party phrasal
information within spans, the formatting and structure of
the spans, the density of query terms in the span, and so on.
We then evaluate our span-based features within a larger
ranking model on real-world Web data.

Through evaluation of our proximity features, we seek to
answer if phrases and proximity terms have different impact
on retrieval effectiveness for short 2–3 term queries versus
long queries containing more than 4 terms. We also look at
the retrieval effectiveness of phrases and proximity terms on
popular, head queries versus rare, tail queries. We attempt



to not only introduce a novel set of features for determining
the importance of proximal terms that significantly improve
web retrieval, but also attempt to unify previous work into
a more cohesive story on proximity information in web re-
trieval. Throughout our work, we take a machine learning
approach to ranking, allowing the model to determine where
and how to use the phrase and proximity information while
directly optimizing for the retrieval measure under consid-
eration.

Our specific contributions in this paper include:

• Introduction and analysis of a novel approach for de-
termining the “goodness” of a span of terms in a doc-
ument (Section 5.2)

• Novel span features that exploit document metadata,
structure, formatting, and third-party phrasal infor-
mation from sources such as query logs and Wikipedia
(Section 5.3)

• A large scale evaluation on a real-world Web dataset
that shows significant improvements in retrieval effec-
tiveness from using our span features (Section 7)

• An in-depth evaluation of the contributions of our span
features on query segments based on length and pop-
ularity (Section 7)

2. RELATED WORK
The use of proximity information in retrieval has recently

become a more interesting research avenue due to the large
number of search engine users. Several retrieval models have
been developed to capture proximity. Peng et al. proposed a
statistical language model applied to both the query and rel-
evant documents [11]. The model predicts query stemming
operations; query term matches in the document are con-
sidered valid only if the match appears in the same context
and order as in the stemmed query. A simple retrival model
that focuses on efficiency rather than accuracy is proposed in
[15]. Beigbeder and Mercier [1] use a model based on fuzzy
proximity degree of term occurrences, but focus mainly on
boolean queries. A formal, Markov Random Field model for
term proximity is introduced in [8]. More recently, Lv and
Zhai [7] proposed a positional language model that accounts
for proximity and passage retrieval scores.

One of the most widely used models for information re-
trieval, BM25 [13, 6], does not include proximity informa-
tion. One method of adding proximity information is to
determine the frequencies of n-grams of the query in the doc-
ument, such as bigrams or trigrams, and to incorporate such
frequencies into BM25 [12, 3]. Rasolofo and Savoy took such
an approach and reported mixed effectiveness for web re-
trieval, showing almost negligible results on MAP [12]. Tao
et al. [18] used a span-based relevance score, where a span
must contain all query terms, in conjunction with existing
retrieval models. They also reported mixed results when
using proximity in web retrieval. Recently, flexible, non-
overlapping spans were introduced in [16]; Song et al. ac-
count for proximity by segmenting a document into flexi-
ble spans of terms and performing a weighted count of the
matched query terms in the segments, where the weighting
is based on the number of query terms in the span and the
length of the span, and finally incorporating the counts into
the BM25 function.

We build upon the work of Song et al. by proposing novel
features of spans based on the formatting of the document
and third-party phrasal information. In addition, we extend
the notion of a span to more general ranking features that
can be used within a larger machine learning model and not
restricted for use within BM25. We also unify the previous
approaches to proximity information in BM25 [16, 12, 18]
with a recent machine learning method for improving upon
information retrieval functions [17].

3. PROXIMITY IN BM25
In this section, we review several retrieval methods that

incorporate proximity into BM25; these techniques will serve
as baselines for our experiments in Section 7. We refer the
reader to the original papers for details. We choose to com-
pare against BM25-based baselines since BM25 is an impor-
tant feature in a trained ranking model [14, 21]. We ulti-
mately seek to improve ranking features for web retrieval,
and significance over BM25 typically indicates the new fea-
ture will be effective for web retrieval.

BM25 [13, 6] is a probabilistic model of information re-
trieval. The BM25 relevance score S for document d and
query q is computed as follows:

S =
X

t∈q

wt ·
(k + 1) · ft

K + ft

, (1)

K = k ·

»

(1 − b) + b ·
ℓ

avℓ

–

, (2)

where t is a term in query q, ft is the frequency of t in doc-
ument d, ℓ is the length of document d, avℓ is the average
document length in the collection, and k and b are tuning
parameters. wt is the Robertson-Sparck-Jones inverse doc-
ument frequency of term t:

wt = log
N − dft + 0.5

dft + 0.5
, (3)

where N is the number of documents in the collection and
dft is the document frequency of term t.

One technique of introducing proximity into BM25 incor-
porates matches of adjacent and non-adjacent query bigram
frequencies1 in the document into the BM25 formula [12].
We denote this technique as BM25-P1. The relevance score
for BM25-P1 is calculated as:

BM25-P1 = S + (4)

X

ti,tj∈q|i<j

"

min(wi, wj) ·
(k + 1) ·

P

occ(ti,tj) |pj − pi|
−2

K +
P

occ(ti,tj) |pj − pi|−2

#

,

where S is the BM25 relevance score (Eq 1), K is defined in
Eq 2, min(wi, wj) is the minimum of the Robertson-Sparck-
Jones inverse document frequencies of term i and term j,
occ(ti, tj) are the occurrences of a query term pair ti, tj in
the document, and pi, pj are the respective positions of query
terms ti, tj in the document.

1An adjacent query n-gram is an n-gram comprised of only
query terms, where the terms appear adjacent in the docu-
ment. A non-adjacent query n-gram is any n-gram formed
from only query terms where the terms appear within some
distance in the document.



We consider a variation that employs matches of adjacent
query bigrams in the document, which we call BM25-P2:

BM25-P2 = S +
X

ti,ti+1∈q

»

wi,i+1 ·
(k + 1) · fi,i+1

K + fi,i+1

–

, (5)

where wi,i+1 and fi,i+1 are the document and term frequen-
cies of query bigram ti, ti+1, respectively.

4. PROXIMITY THROUGH SPANS
Previous approaches to proximity mainly consider n-grams

of query terms and their matches in the document. Song et
al. [16] propose a different, more flexible approach to prox-
imity that segments a document into spans based on query
term matches and their positions in the document. Spans
are constructed as follows. Each term position in the doc-
ument, beginning at the first term position, is checked for
a match against a query term. When the first query term
is found, a new span begins. Terms, including non-query
terms, are added to the span until it is closed or split into two
spans. A span is closed or split when one of three conditions
occurs: (1) the distance between the current query term
match position and the next query term match position in
the document is greater than a predetermined threshold, (2)
the current and next query term matches in the document
contain the same query term, (3) if the current and the next
query term matches are different, and the previous query
term match and the next query term match are identical,
then the span is split into two spans based on the larger dis-
tance. Note that spans cannot overlap and need not contain
every query term. Previous span methods have required that
every query term be contained in the span. Spans may, and
likely will, contain non-query terms, however the span be-
ginning and end positions must always be query term match
positions. We use this method of span construction through-
out our paper and determine the “goodness” of each span in
a document through span-based features (Section 5.3).

Song et al. incorporate spans into BM25 by replacing ft,
the frequency of term t, in Eq 1 with a relevance contri-
bution, rc, based on spans in which term t occurs, rc =
P

i|t∈si
nλ

i d(si)
−γ [16], where

d(si) =



pi,e − pi,b + 1 pi,b 6= pi,e

dmax otherwise
(6)

is the length of span si, pi,b, pi,e are the span’s beginning and
end positions in the document, ni is the number of query
terms that occur in span si, dmax is the distance thresh-
old, and λ and γ are tuning parameters. We denote this
technique as BM25-P3.

5. THE GOODNESS OF A SPAN
In Song et al. [16], the relevance contribution of a span

is calculated based on only the number of query terms in
the span and the total number of terms in the span. We be-
lieve that by additionally exploiting the structured nature of
web documents, the availability of third-party data, linguis-
tic features, and by taking advantage of machine learning
techniques, we can improve the calculation of the relevance
of a span. We propose to determine the “goodness” of a
span through the development of span-based features. In
this section, we first introduce how span-based features can
be used within a ranking model framework. Following [17],

we believe that a machine learning model will have improved
retrieval effectiveness over a BM25-based model. We there-
fore combine the span-based features into a larger ranking
model. We then develop the “goodness” of a span and de-
velop a technique for including the span“goodness”within a
ranking model. Finally, we describe a novel set of span-based
features based on formatting and third-party data that to-
gether represent the relevance of a span.

5.1 Ranking with Span-based Features
Web search engines rank results based on a large num-

ber of features including query dependent features, such as
matches against query n-grams in the content (i.e., anchor
text, body text, title, URL) or the BM25 score of a docu-
ment, and query independent features such as the PageRank
of the document. Most modern search engines use automatic
methods for developing the ranking model based on learn-
ing to rank techniques. In this work, we perform two types
of evaluation of our span-based features: (1) an evaluation
against BM25 and state-of-the-art proximity methods that
employ BM25, and (2) an evaluation against a modern rank-
ing model based on a large number of features. We perform
(1) since any scoring function can be used as a feature in
(2) and because BM25 is an extremely powerful feature in
any ranking model. We particularly want to understand
improvements that can be made to individual features. We
perform (2) since any feature needs to be effective in a larger
ranking model. In this work, we evaluate the effectiveness
of features on the body content of the document. Thus all
features discussed are extracted from only the body text,
but could be applied to other content, such as anchor text
and so on.

In both cases, we take a machine learning approach and
train models using LambdaRank [2], a state-of-the-art neural-
net based ranking algorithm that has been shown to be
empirically optimal for several IR measures [4, 20]. When
comparing against BM25 in evaluation (1), we specifically
compare against the machine learning approach to a BM25-
style function in [17], called LambdaBM25 (λBM25), that
achieves significant improvements over BM25. LambdaBM25
learns a ranking model using LambdaRank [2] on the in-
put attributes of BM25, namely term frequency, document
frequency, and body content length. When evaluating our
features, we add them to the LambdaBM25 feature input
set and train LambdaRank over the entire set of features.
Details of the models will be given in Section 6.

5.2 Deriving Span Goodness
In this section, we propose a machine learning method to

determine the “goodness” of a span. We then describe how
the span “goodness” scores can be combined and input as a
feature into LambdaRank [2] or any ranking model.

We derive a goodness score for a document by learning on
labeled training data (labeled query-URL pairs), and span
features. Each span is described by a vector of feature val-
ues; the features are described in detail in Section 5.3. We
assign a “goodness” score gs to each span s in the docu-
ment based on a weighted linear combination of each span’s
feature vector. We calculate the span goodness score gs as

gs =
X

f

αfvf,s, (7)

where f is a feature of span s, αf is the weight of feature



f , and vf,s is the value of feature f for span s. To calcu-
late the score, we must assign a weight to each αf . If we
had a labeled training set indicating the goodness of a span
for a query-document pair, then we could apply machine
learning to learn the weights. Unfortunately, acquiring such
labels is challenging and costly. We can, however, choose to
model the overall span goodness of a document. We model
the goodness score for document d, gd, based on the spans
contained in the document:

gd =
X

s

X

f

αfvf,s (8)

By reversing the summations,

gd =
X

f

αf (
X

s

vf,s), (9)

we can input for each feature f ,
P

s vf,s, the sum of the
document’s spans’ feature vectors, as a document feature
in LambdaRank and learn the feature weights αf over the
labeled training data. Our method provides the flexibility
to easily add additional span-based features to any ranking
model.

5.3 Span-based Features
Our feature vector for a span consists of several types of

features. Table 1 lists the features used in our“goodness”ap-
proach. The first set of span features are basic query match

Query Match Features
Span contains ≥ 2 query terms (binary)
Span contains ≥ 4 query terms (binary)
Span length (number of terms in span)
Count of query terms in span
Density of span

Formatting Features (F)
Count of indefinite articles in spans
Count of definite articles in spans
Count of stopwords in span
Span contains only stopwords (binary)
Span contains a sentence boundary (binary)
Span contains a paragraph boundary (binary)
Span contains html markup (bold, italic, tags) (binary)

Third-party Phrase Features (P)
Span contains important phrase (binary)
Count of important phrases in span
Density of important phrases in span

Table 1: Span goodness features.

features that determine how many query terms are matched
in the span and how many total terms are in the span. The
density of the span is calculated as the number of query
terms in the span divided by the number of terms in the
span. The second set of features are formatting and linguis-
tic features. These features include information about the
definite and indefinite articles in the span, the html markup
contained in the span, and so on. The third set of features
determines if the span contains an “important” phrasing of
the query. The list of important phrases was extracted from
Wikipedia titles and by mining a search engine’s query logs
for common n-gram occurrences. The features express if
query terms found in the span match an important phrase.

I. λBM25 Features
Term frequency of query unigrams
Document frequency of query unigrams
Length of body content (number of terms)

II. λBM25-2 Features
Term frequency of query bigrams
Document frequency of query bigrams

III. Proximity Match Features
Relevance contribution per query term (Sec 4)
Number of spans in the document
Max, avg span length
Max, avg count of query matches in spans
Max, avg span density
Length of span with highest term frequency
Term frequency of span with longest length
Term frequency of span with largest density

Table 2: Model feature sets.

We also consider adding additional features to our models
that express the attributes of specific span features. The
features are listed in (III) of Table 2. In particular, we add
features such as the total number of spans in the document,
the max and average span length, and the max and aver-
age span density. In addition, we add features such as the
length of the span with the highest term frequency, the term
frequency of the longest span, and the term frequency of the
most dense span since they are representative features of the
“best” spans in the document.

In our evaluations, we perform feature ablation studies to
determine which features are most impactful and effective
for improving web retrieval.

6. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

6.1 Data
We evaluate our methods on a real-world Web data col-

lection. The data contains queries sampled from query logs
of a commercial search engine and corresponding URLs. All
queries are English queries and contain up to 10 query terms.
We perform some stemming on queries. Each query is as-
sociated with on average 150-200 documents (URLs), each
with a vector of feature attributes extracted for the query-
URL pair and a human-generated relevance label from 0 to
4, with 4 meaning document d is the most relevant to query
q and 0 meaning d is not relevant to q.

The training set consists of 27,959 queries. During model
training, we use 20% of the training data for validation. The
test set contains 11857 queries. We examine two splits of our
test set to understand the performance of our methods on
different query types. One split separates short queries (< 4
terms in query) from long queries (≥ 4 terms in query). The
other split separates head (more popular) queries from tail
(less popular) queries. We use the amount of click and an-
chor information as an indicator of query popularity2. Table
3 lists the respective split sizes of our test dataset.

6.2 Evaluation Measure

2We could also split based on the frequency (number of times
issued by users) of the query.



Dataset Query Split Description # Queries

Full Full Dataset 11857
Head Queries with anchor and clicks 9166
Tail Queries without anchor and clicks 2691

Short Queries < 4 terms 8766
Long Queries ≥ 4 terms 3091

Table 3: Description of test dataset.

We evaluate using NDCG, Normalized Discounted Cumu-
lative Gain (NDCG) [5], a widely used measure for search
metrics. NDCG for a given query q is defined as follows:

NDCG@Lq =
100

Z

L
X

r=1

2l(r) − 1

log(1 + r)
(10)

where l(r) ∈ {0, . . . , 4} is the relevance label of the doc-
ument at rank position r and L is the truncation level to
which NDCG is computed. Z is chosen such that the perfect
ranking would result in NDCG@Lq = 100. Mean NDCG@L

is the normalized sum over all queries: 1
N

PN

q=1 NDCG@Lq.
NDCG is particularly well-suited for Web search applica-
tions since it accounts for multilevel relevance labels and
the truncation level can be set to model user behavior. In
our work, relevance is measured on a 5-level scale. We evalu-
ate our results using mean NDCG@1, 3, 10. For brevity, we
write NDCG@1, 3, 10. We also perform a signficance test,
i.e., a t-test with a significance level of 0.05 (95% level). To
improve readability of our tables, we only report significance
numbers when the gap between models is small, or when we
are performing a feature ablation study. Significance is also
stated in the text. Note that a gain of 0.3 − 0.5 NDCG is
considered substantial.

6.3 Ranking Model Comparison
For each scoring function, we tuned the parameters us-

ing grid search on our validation set as described in [19].
For each Span model variant, the model was trained using
LambdaRank on the training set. The learning rate, found
to be 10−5 in each case, and epoch were chosen based on our
validation set. For evaluation (1), the models contain only
the listed scoring function as a feature, unless additional
features are explicitly listed in the descriptions below. For
evaluation (2), the models contain additional features such
as traditional query-dependent and query-independent rank-
ing features, such as BM25, the PageRank of the document,
and so on, as well as the features and scoring functions (in-
put as features) listed below.

• BM25: The BM25 scoring function given in Eq 1 [13,
6]. BM25 has been used in the best performing TREC
Web track systems [14, 21].

• λBM25: The method of training LambdaRank over
the input features of BM25 [17]. The features used
in our model are given in (I) of Table 2. We trained
LambdaBM25 on our training set and found the learn-
ing rate of 10−5 and epoch according to accuracy on
our validation set.

• BM25-P1: The scoring function given in Eq 4 [12].

• BM25-P2: The scoring function given in Eq 5. It is
a slight modification to the function of BM25-P1.

Model N@1 N@3 N@10

BM25 24.60 27.74 34.34
BM25-P1 26.06 29.54 36.00
BM25-P2 25.27 28.72 35.35
BM25-P3 25.97 29.36 35.84
λBM25 26.22 29.41 35.92
λBM25-2 26.34 29.54 36.42
λBM25-2RC 26.96 30.51 37.17
Span 29.56 32.23 38.47
Span-P 28.90 31.81 38.20
Span-F 26.03 29.45 36.81

Table 4: NDCG results on the full test set. Bold
indicates statistical significance over all other listed
models.

• BM25-P3: The scoring function described in Section
4 that incorporates spans into BM25 [16].

• λBM25-2: λBM25 with the additional features listed
in (II) of Table 2 to incorporate bigrams.

• λBM25-2RC: λBM25-2 with an additional feature,
the relevance contribution score per query term based
on spans (see Sec 4 and (III) of Table 2) [16]. This
model is used to evaluate the effectiveness of using span
information as a basic feature in a machine learned
ranking model versus its incorporation into an infor-
mation retrieval function.

• Span: A model containing all of our “goodness” fea-
tures listed in Table 1. Note that all of the features
input into the model are a sum of all of the span fea-
ture vectors. The model also contains all features listed
in Table 2; we want to compare if adding span-based
features improves retrieval accuracy over BM25-based
proximity functions and LambdaBM25.

• Span-F: The Span model above, but without the fea-
tures listed in the formatting section (F) of Table 1.

• Span-P: The Span model above, but without the fea-
tures listed in the third-party phrase section (P) of
Table 1.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate our proposed features against

the baseline models and perform feature ablation studies.
Improvements cannot be attributed to a low baseline; each
baseline is a state-of-the-art technique and has shown suffi-
ciently high retrieval effectiveness. We first evaluate our fea-
tures against BM25 and baselines using proximity in BM25.
We then evaluate our features within larger ranking models.

7.1 Evaluation of Features versus BM25
We begin by evaluating our span-based features against

BM25 and proximity versions of BM25 to understand how
effective our span-based features are as simple ranking mod-
els. The models are described in the previous section. Table
4 lists the results of the various models on the full test set.

We first observe that λBM25 is statistically better than
BM25 and BM25-P2 at all truncation levels. It is partic-
ularly notable that λBM25-2 exhibits significantly superior
accuracy at truncation levels 3 and 10 over all models listed



above it in Table 4. The strong retrieval effectiveness of
λBM25-2 demonstrates the power of machine learning over
set retrieval functions and further supports the results found
in [17].

We next evaluate the addition of the relevance contribu-
tion score (see (III) in Table 2) as a feature to λBM25-2. We
find that λBM25-2RC outperforms λBM25-2 with statistical
significance at all truncation levels. The experimental re-
sult supports the claims in [16] that spans are an improved
method of segmenting the document into flexible spans of
terms and offer improvements when incorporating proxim-
ity into a ranking model over simple n-gram matches and
term frequencies.

We now evaluate the effectiveness of our new span-based
features. Our Span model outperforms all baselines, includ-
ing λBM25-2RC, with statistical significance at all trunca-
tion levels with a gain of almost 3 points NDCG@1. The re-
sult implies that by utilizing the “goodness” feature vectors,
we can enhance the effectiveness of spans for web retrieval.
It is also a very flexible method that allows for easy insertion
of new span features.

How effective are the span-based phrase and formatting
features for web retrieval? We find that when removing
phrase features (Span-P), retrieval accuracy on the full test
set drops significantly at all truncation levels. In particu-
lar, the drop at level 1 is over 0.5 points NDCG@1. Most
remarkable is the effectiveness of the span-based formatting
features. We observe that when removing formatting fea-
tures (Span-F), retrieval accuracy on the full set drops sig-
nificantly at all truncation levels by as much as 12% and by
over 3.5 points NDCG@1.

Table 5 lists the results of our evaluations on various splits
of the test set. Note that on the head queries, our Span
model significantly outperforms all other models, indicat-
ing that both phrase and formatting span-based features
contribute significantly to our model’s superior accuracy.
On short queries, which tend to highly correlate with head
queries, we find very similar results, except that the removal
of phrase span features has no effect on accuracy. Thus, we
find that formatting features are effective for short queries,
but phrase features contribute negligible gains.

On tail queries, we remark that Span is significantly bet-
ter than λBM25-2RC at truncation levels 3 and 10. In ad-
dition, the removal of phrase span-based feature causes no
significant difference compared to the Span model. Format-
ting span-based features, however, cause a significant drop
in accuracy, indicating that tail queries benefit from these
features. Tail queries show a significant benefit from span-
based features within a machine learning framework. Re-
sults on long queries indicate that phrase features are not
overly effective for long query retrieval, but that formatting
features remain significantly effective. It is also notewor-
thy that on long and tail queries, the differences between
λBM25-2RC and Span are negligible, indicating that a few
span features are important for long and tail queries, but
more specialized span features may not be needed. This re-
sult corresponds with previous results indicating that prox-
imity is more beneficial for retrieval of short queries [9].

7.2 Evaluation of Features in a Full
Ranking Model

In this section, we evaluate the retrieval effectiveness of
span-based features within a full ranking model on the body

Split Model N@1 N@3 N@10

Head

BM25 25.59 28.05 35.01
BM25-P1 26.89 29.77 35.99
BM25-P2 25.95 28.98 35.48
BM25-P3 26.58 29.65 36.13
λBM25 27.37 30.06 36.3
λBM25-2 26.94 29.76 36.45
λBM25-2RC 29.73 32.04 38.18
Span 30.27 32.63 38.61
Span-P 29.65 32.10 38.27
Span-F 26.46 29.40 36.77

Tail

BM25 21.23 25.13 32.05
BM25-P1 23.21 28.73 36.04
BM25-P2 22.93 27.82 34.91
BM25-P3 23.91 28.38 34.85
λBM25 22.31 27.17 34.62
λBM25-2 24.31 28.77 36.31
λBM25-2RC 26.04 30.71 37.86
Span 26.23* 30.87* 37.99
Span-P 26.34 30.80 37.96
Span-F 24.56+ 29.62+ 36.94+

Short

BM25 24.77 28.08 34.86
BM25-P1 25.49 29.08 35.76
BM25-P2 22.93 27.82 34.91
BM25-P3 25.75 29.24 35.87
λBM25 26.05 29.29 35.93
λBM25-2 25.62 29.02 36.07
λBM25-2RC 28.15 31.16 37.76
Span 28.73* 31.82* 38.23*
Span-P 28.16 31.43 37.91
Span-F 24.74+ 28.27+ 36.09+

Long

BM25 24.13 26.75 32.86
BM25-P1 27.68 30.83 36.68
BM25-P2 25.08 28.61 35.43
BM25-P3 26.60 29.73 35.75
λBM25 26.72 29.73 35.88
λBM25-2 28.38 31.02 37.41
λBM25-2RC 30.99 33.37 39.09
Span 31.15 33.41 39.13
Span-P 31.00 32.88 39.02
Span-F 29.67+ 32.81+ 38.08+

Table 5: NDCG results on test set splits. Bold indi-
cates statistical significance over all other models. *
indicates statistical signficance of Span over λBM25-
2RC. + indicates statistical signficance of Span over
Span-F. Other significance markers have been re-
moved for readability of the table and are stated
when necessary in the text.



Model N@1 N@3 N@10

R+BM25 36.86 39.17 44.62
R+BM25-P3 37.09 39.14 44.49
R+λBM25 37.51 39.58 44.93
R+λBM25-2 37.24 39.12 44.66
R+λBM25-2RC 37.94 39.93 45.34
R+Span 38.18 40.29* 45.65*
R+Span-P 38.43 40.49 45.75
R+Span-F 37.57+ 39.69+ 45.01+

Table 6: NDCG results on the full test set using
features within a full ranking model. * indicates
statistical signficance of R+Span over R+λBM25-
2RC. + indicates statistical signficance of R+Span
over R+Span-F.

content of web documents. Our goal is to determine how
much proximity information, in particular in the form of
span-based features, can improve web retrieval. We also seek
to determine if previous results in web retrieval indicating
that proximity is not that effective when paired with a larger
ranking model remain true on a large real-world Web data
collection. Additionally, we ask how effective formatting,
linguistic, and phrase span-based features are in the presence
of a larger ranking model.

For each model listed in Section 6, we combine traditional
query-dependent and query-independent ranking features,
such as BM25, the PageRank of the document, and so on,
with the features listed for each model. The models are de-
noted with “R+” to indicate full ranking model. For a scor-
ing function model, the scoring function is input as one of
the features into the larger ranking model. We train Lamb-
daRank on the various feature sets and determine the learn-
ing rate and epoch according to the highest accuracy on the
validation set.

Table 6 lists the results of training a full ranking model
on the various sets of features. We do not list R+BM25-P1
or R+BM25-P2 since R+BM25-P3 includes span informa-
tion and performs similarly (see Table 4). R+λBM25 per-
forms significantly better than the two R+BM25 models at
all truncation levels. Interestingly, the bigram features con-
tained in R+λBM25-2 do not cause an increase in accuracy
over R+λBM25. However, proximity information expressed
through spans in R+λBM25-2RC causes significant gains
over R+λBM25 and R+λBM25-2 at all truncation levels.
The results show the importance of representing span infor-
mation within a machine learning framework and including
the span information through individual features separate
from BM25, as in [17].

An even better approach is to include additional span-
based features directly in the model, as shown by using
R+Span. R+Span is a significantly better model than R+λBM25-
2RC at truncation levels 3 and 10. By removing phrase fea-
tures, the model improves insignificantly at all truncation
levels (R+Span-P), which may indicate that the method
of determining important phrases or the list of important
phrases could be further improved. When we remove format-
ting features, the model’s accuracy decreases significantly at
all truncation levels, indicating that our formatting features
are an important class of span features to include in a full
ranking model. Note that R+Span-P is significantly better
than all other models except Span.

Split Model N@1 N@3 N@10

Head

R+BM25 39.11 40.73 45.79
R+BM25-P3 39.20 40.62 45.59
R+λBM25 39.68 41.19 46.13
R+λBM25-2 39.17 40.63 45.84
R+λBM25-2RC 40.29 41.70 46.70
R+Span 40.29 41.97 46.96
R+Span-P 40.55 42.09 47.01
R+Span-F 39.66+ 41.20+ 46.29+

Tail

R+BM25 29.22 33.86 40.64
R+BM25-P3 29.91 34.09 40.73
R+λBM25 30.15 34.10 40.81
R+λBM25-2 30.67 33.96 40.66
R+λBM25-2RC 29.91 33.88 40.86
R+Span 30.98* 34.55* 41.19*
R+Span-P 31.19 35.04 41.44
R+Span-F 30.43 34.58 41.04

Short

R+BM25 37.83 40.22 45.78
R+BM25-P3 38.05 40.13 45.62
R+λBM25 38.49 40.55 46.09
R+λBM25-2 38.25 40.09 45.84
R+λBM25-2RC 39.17 41.16 46.67
R+Span 39.25 41.48* 46.93
R+Span-P 39.45 41.53 47.02
R+Span-F 38.49+ 40.75+ 46.27+

Long

R+BM25 34.12 36.20 41.32
R+BM25-P3 34.39 36.32 41.3
R+λBM25 34.76 36.84 41.61
R+λBM25-2 34.39 36.36 41.31
R+λBM25-2RC 34.46 36.44 41.72
R+Span 35.15* 36.89 42.01
R+Span-P 35.55 37.54* 42.13
R+Span-F 34.96 36.69 41.76

Table 7: NDCG results on test set splits using fea-
tures within a full ranking model. * indicates statis-
tical signficance of R+Span over R+λBM25-2RC.
+ indicates statistical signficance of R+Span over
R+Span-F.

Table 7 lists the results of various full ranking models
on splits of the test data. Most interestingly, the gains of
λBM25-2RC over λBM25-2 are significant on head and short
queries, with over 1 point gain at truncation levels 3 and 10,
but on tail and long queries there is no significant difference.
The result may indicate that span features are more benefi-
cial for short queries, which matches previous results show-
ing proximity helps short queries more than long queries [9].

R+Span shows significant gains over λBM25-2RC on tail
queries at all truncation levels, and on long queries at posi-
tion 1, but negligible differences on short and head queries.
The lack of formatting span-based features has a significant
impact on short and head queries, but little impact on long
and tail queries. The phrase span-based features have a neg-
ligible effect on all query splits, although Span-P shows sig-
nificant gains over λBM25-2RC on all query splits and trun-
cation levels except short at 1. Thus, our span-based fea-
tures, without the important phrase features, significantly
improve web retrieval accuracy.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed a new approach for combining term



proximity into a machine learning framework. Specifically,
we have introduced the goodness of a span and a correspond-
ing framework for incorporating it into a machine learning
ranking model. We have also introduced novel span-based
ranking features based on document formatting, linguistics,
and important phrases from Wikipedia and a search engine
query log. Our in-depth analysis indicates that proximity
information is best extracted using spans, originally intro-
duced in [16]. Moreover, we find that span-based features
outperform an information retrieval function such as BM25
that includes proximity information. Our feature ablation
studies indicate that formatting span-based features are sig-
nificantly effective, while important phrase features may not
be effective in a larger ranking model. They also indicate
that improvements of features in small ranking models may
not necessarily correlate with gains when used in a larger
ranking framework. We have also shown that head and short
queries benefit from different span-based features than tail
and long queries. Proximity information appears more effec-
tive for short and head queries than for long and tail queries,
but span-based proximity features lead to significant gains
across all query sets compared to ranking models without
span-based features.

Future work includes extending our approach to addi-
tional document fields, such as anchor text and title fields.
We also plan to explore novel sources of phrasal information
that may further improve the important phrase span-based
features. Finally, our training set contains a significant num-
ber of head and short queries. We would like to train our
models on a training set consisting of only long and tail
queries to determine if the models can better take advan-
tage of the span-based features.
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